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 1401  ماهتیر EPTآزمون  واژگانسؤالات مجموعه 

1. The disease is ………. affecting up to 90% of children worldwide. 

1) major   2) widespread  3) finite  4) domestic 

2. A large animal needs a large ………. to move around and find enough food. 

1) availability  2) recovery  3) territory  4) dimension 

3. Most of the people interviewed asked to remain ………. so that they could speak freely. 

1) analogous  2) ambiguous  3) anonymous  4) apparent  

4. He was not speeding but still could not stop in time to avoid ………. with the other vehicle. 

1) colliding   2) contrasting  3) eroding  4) approaching  

5. The debate exists because people have ………. viewpoints about the evidence that is available. 

1) resourceful  2) marginal  3) motivating  4) conflicting  

6. The new model unfortunately ………. some of the problems of the earlier one. 

1) sequenced  2) reproduced  3) visualized  4) utilized  

7. Poverty still remains ………. issue in Africa more than in any other region. 

1) potential  2) liberal  3) dominant  4) virtual  

8. The manager denies ………. pressure on his staff to work extra hours. 

1) committing  2) confirming  3) exerting  4) involving  

9. I ………. the work I was doing and decided to take an hour-long break and have lunch. 

1) ceased  2) amended  3) accumulated 4) challenges  

10. The Second World War started in Europe when Germany ……. Poland on September 1, 1939. 

1) compiled  2) distorted  3) diminished  4) invaded  

11. Police officers ………. the phone call and discovered exactly who was making the threats. 

1) traced   2) ensured  3) eliminated  4) disposed 

12. Health officials say that there is no ………. evidence that shows a link between the COVID-19 

vaccine and female infertility.  

1) identical  2) intense  3) credible  4) varying  

13. For many, train ………. are high enough that the ability to travel is limited. 

1) ranges  2) fares  3) domain  4) intervals   

14. The remains of the military ………. at the top of the mountain are well preserved. 

1) fort   2) schedule  3) correspondence 4) attachment 

15. This is a process in which two small particles ………. together to create a large one. 

1) pursue   2) consult  3) obtain  4) fuse 

16. The Victorian period is named after Queen Victoria who ………. over Britain from 1837 to 1901. 

1) inserted  2) levied  3) reigned  4) monitored 
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17. She is in the habit of making notes in the ………. of her textbooks. 

1) exhibitions   2) highlights   3) devices  4) margins 

18. Besides working in the fields, ………. women raised children and prepared the family's food. 

1) peasant   2) policy  3) ruler   4) symbol 

19. Many plants can be ………. by placing a leaf or stem section in water until roots develop. 

1) adopted  2) established  3) adjusted  4) propagated 

20. Simply put, ……. awareness is knowing where your body is in relation to objects or other people. 

1) annual  2) spatial  3) administrative  4) adequate 

21. The government was criticized for its ………. of free speech. 

1) distribution   2) contribution  3) conversion   4) suppression 

22. Goat cheese is enjoying a (n) ………. in popularity because of its benefits to human health. 

1) upsurge   2) simulation  3) vision  4) enforcement 

23. Super-volcanoes can erupt ……., without the need for an external trigger such as an earthquake. 

1) reluctantly   2) marginally  3) spontaneously 4) manually  

24. Diets low in calcium are also low in many other essential ………. important for good bone 

health. 

1) foundations   2) nutrients  3) insights  4) labels 

25. They were sinking fast and the captain gave the order to ………. ship. 

1) acquire   2) equate  3) abandon  4) persist 
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 پاسخنامه کلیدی 

 پاسخ شماره سوال  پاسخ شماره سوال 

1 2 16 3 

2 3 17 4 

3 3 18 1 

4 1 19 3 

5 4 20 2 

6 3 21 4 

7 4 22 1 

8 3 23 3 

9 1 24 2 

10 4 25 3 

11 1   

12 3   

13 4   

14 1   

15 4   

 

 

 


